ALICE

Asset Limited, Income Constrained, Employed

in the Hudson Valley

The ALICE project by United Way is an effort to quantify and describe the number of households that are struggling
financially but not typically captured by traditional measures of poverty. ALICE stands for Asset Limited, Income
Constrained, Employed. In other words, “ALICE households” represent working families who earn enough to be
above the federal poverty line, but are still struggling to afford basic living essentials.

The most recent data from the ALICE project, released in August 2020, shows that many households in the Hudson
Valley are struggling to make ends meet. In the nine-county region of the Hudson Valley, 39% of households are
below the ALICE threshold including 10% that are below the federal poverty line. Within the Hudson Valley, the rural
counties of Greene and Sullivan have the highest percentage of households below the ALICE threshold. In fact,
among all counties in New York State, Greene County has the 5th highest percentage of households below the
ALICE threshold, and Sullivan County has the 9th highest.

The ALICE data shows that the number households with financial struggles is increasing. The percentage of
households in the Hudson Valley below the ALICE threshold has increased from 35% in 2010 to 39% in 2018. Within
the Hudson Valley, Greene County experienced the largest increase in the percentage of households below the
ALICE threshold, jumping from 42% in 2010 to 50% in 2018. Putnam County was the only county in the region with a
decrease in the percentage of households below the ALICE threshold.
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Percentage of Households below the ALICE threshold by Municipality (2018)

The above maps show the percentage of households below the ALICE threshold for every city and town in the
Hudson Valley. The map illustrates how poverty and financial distress is high in both urban and rural communities in
the region. The urban cities of Newburgh, Port Jervis, Poughkeepsie, Hudson, Peekskill, and Kingston are all among
the top 10 municipalities in the region with the highest percentage of households below the ALICE threshold.
However, very rural towns like Prattsville and Shandaken are also in the top 10. Rural economic distress is further
evidenced by many municipalities with a high percentage of households below the ALICE threshold in rural areas
such as eastern Dutchess County and around the Catskill Mountains in Greene and Ulster counties.
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The ALICE project calculates a Household Survival Budget as well as a Household Stability Budget. The Survival
Budget

is

based

on

extremely

conservative

costs

for

housing,

childcare,

food,

transportation,

health

care,

technology costs, and taxes with an overall 10% for miscellaneous expenses. An example of how these two budgets
differ is food costs. The food costs in the Survival Budget are based on the Thrifty Level (the lowest of four levels)
of the USDA Food Plans. The food costs in the Stability Budget are calculated based on the USDA Moderate Level
Food Plan (second of the four levels). The Thrifty Food Plan meets nutritional requirements but includes foods that
require a significant amount of preparation time and skill. Households with limited time may not be able to meet
their nutritional needs within the Thrifty Level budget.

The estimated healthcare costs are lower in the Stability

Budget based on an assumption that higher income households are in better health.

The above tables show the two different ALICE budget scenarios for a family of four with two adults and two
children in need of childcare for the nine Hudson Valley counties. For every county in the region, the Survival
Budget sets the minimum hourly wage at more than twice that of New York’s 2020 minimum wage of $12.50. Two
working parents who earn minimum wage would not be able to meet basic household needs of a family of four
without reliance on government subsidy or by working more than 40 hours each week.
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Within the Stability Budget, the required hourly wage is nearly 40% to 50% higher than the wage in the Survival
Budget. Households with stable budgets must make at the least five times the New York State hourly wage.

The Stability Budget calculates the same expenses so that households are "more financially stable", have "less
austere standards of living", and have 10% set aside for savings. Households without any savings are unable to
weather unexpected job loss, the closure of schools, and other unforeseen costs.

Another important omission from the Survival Budget is within the technology costs. The Stability Budget allows for
an internet subscription, while the Survival Budget does not. During the pandemic, households without internet
subscriptions have significantly less access to public education, work opportunities, community and civic debate
and decision-making, health care and other aspects of modern life.

In the nine counties of the Hudson Valley, childcare is the highest cost for households with two children (taxes are
the highest cost in the Stability Budget because income levels are higher). For young families struggling to make
ends meet, high childcare costs may push them to delay or forgo having children. As Pattern has reported in the
past, the region’s population is aging and this demographic shift will have significant economic and social
implications. Affordable childcare options are a key piece in attracting and retaining young families.

The ALICE project shines a light on an often-overlooked segment of the population who do not meet official
definitions of poverty but are still financially insecure. It is important to recognize that a significant number of
households in the Hudson Valley are in this position. These households are particularly vulnerable to financial
stressors such as an unexpected expense, job loss, or the COVID-19 pandemic. ALICE households include our
Essential Workers, the people who fix our cars, pack and drive trucks to deliver goods to your doorstep, check us
through the grocery store register, prepare our food, pick up the trash, clean our offices, repair our roads, and take
care of us when we are sick. We count these people on every day.
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